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SAYING "YES!"
A people whose spiritual center is located in Angkor Wat is a people whose roots 
are deep in the heart of affirmation. Suryavarman II built the amazing structure 
of Angkor Wat in the first half of the 12th century. And yet the temple survives 
as a testimony to Cambodian unity, to a past full of glory and wonder, and to 
the value and importance of their identity. This temple no doubt was the root of 
spirit born in the past and persistently present through the centuries since.

The Pol Pot era, 1975-9, is understood as a period of darkness marked by a 
political system that downplayed the value of the individual and said “NO!” to the 
traditions that had supported community life. Even the architectural wonders of 
Angkor Wat were twisted for the sake of adding credence to the Khmer Rouge, 
who referred to their central committee as “Angka.” No care was given to the 
Cambodian spirit, no care for the people, no care for the hope inate in a people.

Following this traumatic experience, it took Cambodia great effort to gain the 
energy and will to focus on these atrocities in ways that could release them and 
then replace them with creative life and work. It was not until the death of Pol 
Pot in 1998 and the subsequent establishment of the Extraordinary Chambers 
of the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC) that the country began the trial of Duch, 
head of the Phnom Penh Prision S-21 where nearly 20,000 people were tortured 
and then murdered, and others from the Angka who are still alive. Duch was 
eventually sentenced to life imprisonment on February 3, 2012. Much criticism 
and debate has followed and yet the work of the ECCC continues to focus on 
the crimes of other survivors who perpetrated the actions that made for those 
dark days.

The work of ECCC has established a way to look at the actions that shaped the 
devastation under Pol Pot. Books have been written to tell the stories of atrocity 
for the sake of students in schools. Artists (like Vann Nath) have created work 
to visualize the events, and films have been made to help focus on the narrative 
and its consequences. I think of the cinematic work of Rithy Panh and Robert 
Lieberman and of the recent story by Luoang Ung, First They Killed My Father, 
made into a film scheduled for release in 2017. My first visit to Cambodia was 
in March, 2016. It was an amazing opportunity for me to re-examine memories 
that had been buried in my own busy life as I claimed my own identity during the 
concurrent years of the 1970s. I was awakened anew to the world of Cambodia.



At the end of my trip I was in Phnom Penh, and I made one last visit to a gallery 
created for the art of Vann Nath. I was immediately moved by his art, evidence 
of a man with profound insight and sensitivity. I had an immediate vision of the 
possibility of the exhibition we now have before us.

Upon returning to Portland, I proceeded to read: memoirs which led me to 
historical studies of the era, and art historical texts on Angkor Wat and other 
temples. I read poetry and drama and I listened to music. And I began to 
digest the political involvement of the United States in the life and history of 
Cambodia. (See the full bibliography under separate cover.) Eventually I visited 
Cambodia a second time in October. I went with a group involved with the 
Cambodian Children’s Ministry, who work with a population in the poorest 
region of the country. At the end of this journey I met with Anders Jiras and 
Vann Channarong, confirming their works which are now on exhibition.

One day in the Cambodian heat I rode a tuktuk back from a delightful time 
exploring Banteay Srei. A red building along the roadside caught my attention. 
Several bicycles were parked outside and I could see a few people standing in the 
doorway. The tuktuk driver stopped at my request, and I returned to see what 
was going on inside.

There were 10 children dancing, performing for a small group of local people. 
The dance stopped when I arrived. I told them that I wanted them to keep 
dancing. . . I came to see the dance. They re-organized themselves and began 
their dance -- for me. No costumes. No music, except for that which came out 
of the students as they danced. They were learning the ancient mudras and 
gestures and movements from their local teacher. Five minutes later they were 
finished, and I was in tears. I gathered myself together and clapped and bowed 
in reverence for the gift these children were learning. 

Something happens in my soul when I experience children learning the complex 
patterns of cultural traditions, claiming them for their own: the poetry of motion 
and music, language and dance. So I was not surprised by my tears. . .for they 
were tears of joy. Here in a shack something very sacred was happening. On 
a bright green mat, ten children were learning the intricacies of the Classical 
Cambodian dance. And they were learning it with all the precision required for 
giving pleasure to the gods.

It is critical to remember that during 1975-9, such cultural expressions as dance 
and music and artistic expressions were devalued and even outlawed by the 
Khmer Rouge. The majority of artists were killed, but there were those who 
managed to hide their gifts and down-play their abilities for the sake of survival. 
Since the great liberation of January 7, 1979, thanks to these survivors, the arts 



make a slow but steady growth, replacing loss with the wonder of personal 
expression. This is a profound example of the resiliency of the Cambodian 
people, and of their nation.

Remembering these events, we look at the work of Anders Jirås, a Swedish 
photographer who has taken upon himself the responsibility of giving visual 
record to some of the finest dancers in Cambodia today. Their dances are a 
testimony to the highest levels of achievement for the country. He records their 
reclamation of the artistic gifts of the past.

Jiras is an artist who says “Yes!” to the future for the Cambodian people. From the 
time he started his work in Cambodia 15 years ago, he has focused his attention 
on one area of the artistic heritage of a people who trace their roots back into the 
ancient days of of the great kings of the Angkorian past. His work documenting 
various aspects of the dance tradition -- from beginning to professional 
performances of the Royal Cambodian Dancers -- are a gift that offers us the 
possibility of affirming and acclaiming the reemergence of Cambodian dance.

I have chosen a small selection of his work for this show, work that emphasizes 
the teaching of children. Jirås worked with one of the teachers who survived the 
Khmer Rouge era, Sin Samadekccho. It is she who stands tall, guiding the hands 
of a student who is beginning to form her identity as a dancer, becoming an artist 
who will know Cambodian culture in every part of her body. These photographs 
capture the essence of Cambodian Resiliency. The students who dance, boys 
and girls, dance with a claim to the wonder of being alive with the gifs they 
are learning to express with their whole being. The photos were taken almost a 
decade ago. . . so these students are no longer students: they are performing their 
“YES!” in a variety of settings throughout Cambodia.

Our second artist is the son of Vann Nath: Channarong was born and raised 
after the fall of the Khmer Rouge. He grew up in the wake of the devastation. 
However he grew up in the presence of one of the most remarkable figures in 
Cambodian history - his father, Vann Nath. Vann Channarong is part of the 
new generation who learns the story of the Khmer Rouge from memoirs and 
history texts. But Channarong is in a unique position: he heard the stories first 
hand from his parents; the stories became real through family life. This also 
meant that he got to experience the character of Vann Nath, whose insight and 
sensitivities grew as he confronted, met and talked with the perpetrators of 
the heinous crimes without becoming bitter. This heritage is the impetus for 
Channarong’s life and art.



We look at the photographs by Channarong to see his careful documentation of 
Cambodian people who claim their monuments and their music, who do their 
daily work and go fishing too, who learn from teachers and from each other. I 
find the sensitive heart of Channarong to be a continuation of his father, though 
he has chosen a very different subject to explore. While Vann Nath looked 
into the darkness of his personal experience, Channarong claims the ways his 
country’s people are now moving forward. He captures the daily movements of 
living which convey anew the awareness of the meanings of life -- in light of 
their cultural roots and in spite of their profound struggle with near elimination 
under the Khmer Rouge.

“YES!” Cambodian Resiliency is known in teacher sharing with student, in father 
passing on the gift of artistic perception, and in a people who are willing to move 
beyond the past atrocities into a realm where creative expression is celebrated 
anew. The Polish poet Wislawa Szymborska, with full knowledge of her own 
country’s political struggles reminds us:

Reality demands
that we also mention this:
Life goes on. (290)

Saying “YES!” is essential. It is a manifestation of the Shiva who dances on top 
of the evil beneath it. We now share this dance with the Cambodians who set 
the example for us all.

Sheldon Hurst, Curator



VANN CHANNARONG: CHECKLIST
1. Silent Sunset, Koh Kong Province, Cambodia, 31 December 2015
2. Smile without Sadness, 5 April 2012
3. Best Friend, 9 July 2016
4. Brother and Sister II, 31 July 2012
5. Brother and Sister I, 31 July 2012
6. Village Before Khmer New Year, 10 April 2016
7. Fireworks Welcome New Year, 13 April 2012
8. Fishing for Food, 21 September 2012
9. Heart of Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 24 June 2016
10. Late Night Sell, 26 June 2013
11. Life with Hope, 26 April 2012
12. Light and Line Phnom Penh City, 26 June 2013
13. Music for Life, 16 June 2013
14. Nice Evening, 13 May 2012
15. Old Building, 11 March 2015
16. People Pray at Battambang Province, 22 December 2014
17. Shooting Documentary at Battambang Province, 21 October 2012
18. Small Bridge to Island, 31 December 2015
19. Traditional Music and Life, 7 April 2012
20. Pagoda from Som Pov Mountain, 17 February 2012
21. Sunset and Mountain at Kampot Province, Cambodia, 22 August 2015
22. We are not clean for you but we make you clean, 9 July 2016
23. We Love Our King, 13 October 2014 

ANDERS JIRAS: CHECKLIST
1. Sin Samadekchho, 2007
2. Lakhaon Khaul, Monkey Dancer, 2007
3. A Young Girl at the Apsara Arts Association, 2007
4. Theater and Drama,2007
5. Folk Dance, 2007
6. Coconut Shell Dance, 2005
7. Performance, 2006
8. Rehearsal, 2007
9. Music, 2007
10. Music, 2005
11. Robam Nesat, Fishing Dance, 2005
12. Classical Dance, 2007



ANDERS JIRAS: BIOGRAPHY

Anders Jirås was born in 1946. He has been a visual person since the first time he 
could hold a pencil. When he was 15 he bought his first single lens reflex (SLR) 
camera, and a year later he obtained an enlarger. These tools became his means 
of creative work, as he realized his first exhibitions of photographs in 1965.

Anders Jirås’ fascination with his own creative work soon led him to become 
open to the artistic endeavors of other people. He assisted painters, sculptors, 
actors and dancers in their efforts to present themselves to the pubic. From 1966 
-1975 many exhibitions and performances in Sweden included photographs of 
his work with the artists.

In 1975 Jirås created a photography studio and began his work as a commercial 
photographer. For the next thirty years he expanded his work with artists to 
include the technical aspects of architecture. And gradually the world of dance 
became important to him, not just for the dynamic ways in which dancers can be 
presented in his photographs, but as a way to explore the deeper aspects of what 
it is to be human.

Self-financed since 2005, it was then that Jirås began photographing Cambodian 
dance and performing arts. Within five years he had a solo exhibition of the 
Royal Ballet of Cambodia in the National Museum in Phnom Penh, November 
2010 - September 2011. This was followed by an exhibition of Cambodian 
performing arts in the Museum of Dance in Stockholm in 2011 and another in 
2012 in Gothenburg, Sweden. While it is not directly related to his work with 
Cambodian dance, it is also of note that Jiras was a photographer at the Khmer 
Rouge Tribunal in 2008-9.

Anders Jirås received the Adelberths grant in Gothenburg 2012. He continues 
his work with the performing arts of Cambodia. Recently he photographed a 
new creation by the Princess Bupha Devi with the Royal Ballet of Cambodia. 
His photographs are also in a 2013 publication of Sacred Dancers of Banteay 
Srei edited by Lucretia Steward.

www.jiras.se



Sin Samadekccho, 2007

Young Girl at Apsara Arts Association, 2007 Monkey Dancer, 2007



VANN CHANNARONG : BIOGRAPHY

Vann Channarong was born in 1990 in Phnom Pehn, Cambodia. He attended 
Royal University of Fine Arts.  Now he is photographer and graphic designer at 
Bophana Audiovisual Resource Center.

VANN CHANNARONG: ARTIST'S STATEMENT

First of all, I dedicate this achievement to my late father, Vann Nath. He was 
an artist and one of the few prisoners to survive S-21 Prison under the Khmer 
Rouge Regime during the Dark Age of Cambodian history. After my father’s 
death in 2011, it was sad for me to realize that I could not get myself into a career 
following his path. However, the gift that my father gave me and my entire family 
through his paintings has become a great inspiration for me to determine my 
role in art by using the camera lens to capture memorable images rather than by 
creating them on canvas using paint and brush.

I started to realize my direction by focusing on nature. My passion in photography 
has taken me to many different parts of my country. I love to capture landscape 
images that express my feeling for the locations I visit. The wonders of nature I 
encounter along the way give me wonder. People’s smiles and their daily activities 
(especially innocent kids and old people) are also a focus for my work so far. I 
feel happiness and peace whenever my camera is on, and it is a wonderful way 
for me to do what I love most. Now I share these pictures of my country and my 
people for you to see.

It is an exciting process that photography has changed my life from a hobby into 
a career and a life-long activity. There are always plenty of challenges on the way 
to success, but I strive to overcome them and hopefully to create a more fruitful 
outcome in the future. I am very grateful to you for spending your valuable time 
to have a look at my photographs. Thank you very much for your support. I hope 
you enjoy the pictures.

All the best wishes from Cambodia!



Brother and Sister II, 2012

Music for Life, 2013

Fishing for Food, 2012



Reality demands
that we also mention this:
Life goes on.

There is so much Everything
that Nothing is hidden quite nicely.

Wislawa Szymborska. Two selections from 
the poem “Reality Demands” in Map: 
Collected and Last Poems. Trans. 
Clare Cavanagh and Stanislaw Barańczak.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2015, p. 290.


